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NEW QUESTION: 1
You plan to deploy an Azure web app named Appl that will use
Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) authentication.
App1 will be accessed from the internet by the users at your
company. All the users have computers that run Windows 10 and
are joined to Azure AD.
You need to recommend a solution to ensure that the users can
connect to App1 without being prompted for authentication and
can access App1 only from company-owned computers.
What should you recommend for each requirement? To answer,
select the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following would describe a type of biometric error
refers to as false rejection rate?
A. Type I error

B. Type II error
C. Type III error
D. CER error
Answer: A
Explanation:
When a biometric system rejects an authorized individual, it is
called a Type I error.
When a system accepts impostors who should be rejected (false
positive), it is called a
Type II error.
The Crossover Error Rate (CER), stated in a percentage,
represents the point at which false rejection (Type I) rate
equals the false acceptance (Type II) rate.
Type III error is not defined and simply a distracter in this
case. Some people get trick on this one because they are
thinking about Authentication Factors where Biometric is a type
III authentication factor.
Beware not to mix authentication factor with biometric errors.
The 3 authentication factors are:
Type 1 Something you know
Type 2 Something you have
Type 3 Something you are
Reference(s) used for this question:
HARRIS, Shon, All-In-One CISSP Certification Exam Guide,
McGraw-Hill/Osborne, 2002, chapter 4: Access Control (page
128).
and
https://pciguru.wordpress.com/2010/05/01/one-two-and-three-fact
or-authentication/

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: B

C
A
B
D

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have a report that contains three pages. One of the pages
contains a KPI visualization. You need to filter all the
visualizations in the report except for the KPI visualization.
Which two actions should you perform?
Each correct answer presents part of the solution. NOTE: Each
correct selection is worth one point.
A. Configure a page-level filter.
B. Edit the interactions of the slicer that is on the same page
as the KPI visualization.
C. Add the same slicer to each page and configure Sync slicers.

D. Configure a report-level filter.
E. Edit the interactions of the KPI visualization.
Answer: D,E
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